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A cat may look at a king-with evident satisfaction- even
though it may not fully understand all phases of the Doctrine of
Divine Right. In much the same way the man with ordinary
scientific training may read "What is Life," even though he be not
versed in the profundities of atomic physics or biology. Appar-
ently the author anticipated some slight struggle in the mind of
the general reader, for the text is prefaced by statements from Karl
T. Compton, who avers that the "discussion of modern atomic
physics is accurate," and from Raymond Pearl, who writes that the
"discussions of various biological problems, particularly that of
evolution, have a refreshing novelty and shrewdness which gives
them a value by no means negligible." Being thus dispossessed of the
right, or the necessity, of forming an opinion as to the validity of
the facts adduced, the reader is free to direct his entire energy to
an effort at interpretation.
The organism is a dual system, an atomic system which is
material-the body of the organism,-and an intraatomic system,
immaterial, a quantity,-life. Both systems are formed of the
same ultimate constituents, differing in pattern. The living state
is due to the presence of quantity within the atomic system and
death, naturally, is but the separation of these systems. But living
beings are characterized by certain attributes, psychic properties
more or less individual, and species specific characteristics indicative
of developmental changes. These also are referable to the manner
in which the intraatomic pattern is formed of the ultimate units.
Given a critical concentration of ions on the earth the establishment
of the dual system was, and is, inevitable. The constitution and
dynamics of the atom and the electron necessitate a readjustment
of equilibrium, with life the result. A corollary to this explana-
tion of the origin of life is, to quote, "a critical concentration of
ions, following trauma or other injury to cell structure is the cause
of cancer and of other neoplasms."
Such is the answer given to the question "What is Life?" and
with no hesitancy it may be predicted that there will be no lack
of scientists for whom this answer will seem inadequate. It may
even be anticipated that the ghosts of the long-departed philosophers
will be marshalled to refute the doctrines of atomic physics, and,
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indeed, such a conflict may well afford interest and entertainment
to the casual observer. For whatever may be the fate of this new
theory-whether it be accepted, rejected, or modified-it can hardly
fail to stimulate discussion, just as a reading of the book affords
a stimulus to anyone who gains satisfaction from speculation as to the
when, the why, and the how.
It should be added that the author maintains that her theory
is susceptible to experimental proof. If, as, and when this proof
is forthcoming the natural and the supernatural may be less in-
extricably commingled.
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